
THE NEW WORLD ORDER EXPOSED
I. INTRODUCTION:
Most people may be aware that there's something like a world order acting behind the scenes of 
international politics. For those who are not aware, the concept of a world order is not that new: 
the Roman empire controlled most of the western world (the whole of Europe + part of North Africa) 
1500 years ago: the politicians from all those countries  were in control of or had to obey a 
central Roman authority. All those people who start laughing when they hear about mock 
governments, conspiracy and the fact that our politicians are manipulated should be very well 
aware of that.
However, one shouldn't believe everything what's told on conspiracy sites because many of these 
sites (Eric Phelps, Alex Jones & company) are sponsored by the conspirators themselves in an 
effort to deceive the masses.
Most of these sites claim that the conspirators are to be found among the jesuits,the Vatican or 
Opus Dei. In reality,the Vatican has always been the worst enemy of the real conspirators while 
Opus Dei and the jesuits are only subordinates to the real conspirators.  

The real conspirators are a small clan of satanists who are preparing for complete world 
domination since more than 2000 years. Now,it may look odd that the word “satanist” appears in a 
document about the world order. Normally, the term satanism or satanist is used in a subjective 
meaning , and most often in religious context. The reason why it is used here is because there is 
no other word which describes these individuals better: they are a group of people who have 
virtually “switched of” their conscience and who promote everybody (jew or gentile, Cohanim or 
non-Cohanim) to their close assistant who has done the same. 
Furthermore, their world order is one in which justice and righteousness is punished while 
injustice and immorality is rewarded. 
Nobody has ever been able to eliminate this satanic group of individuals because they are 
dispersed over the whole world and they emerge in many different religions and cultures nowadays. 
They have infiltrated each and every religion on earth. They started more than 2000 years ago. In 
order to avoid suspicion and prosecution they “converted” to judaism. Ofcourse, they were not 
really interested in the Torah or the holy book of the jews. Instead, they created their own 
secret “holy” book,which was later merged and fused with the jewish Talmud. They infiltrated 
judaism by pretending to be Jewish Rabbi's while in reality they are satanic priests. Centuries 
later they infiltrated Catholicism through black nobility organisations like “the order of 
templars” in the 12th century, the jesuits in the 16th century and Opus Dei in the 20th century. 
They have also infiltrated Islam by creating the fundamentalist movement which in turn began 
instigating wars, terrorism and divide and rule politics (wars between Sjiit and Sunnite muslims) 
in 1970.   
As already mentioned, this worldelite is a small clan of satanic priests with Cohanim or Levi 
lineage who are often disguised as orthodox jewish Rabbi's,shiite imams and a dozen of families 
like the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and others. The orthodox “jews” with Cohanim or Cohen lineage 
is the real elite of this clan. They need racism, tribe mentality and bloodlines to survive.
The most powerful family, the Rothschilds are Cohanim too: "Mayer Amschel Rothschild was born on 
29 June 1818. He was the son of Nathan Mayer *Rothschild* and Hannah Cohen". The Rothschild family 
had complete control over all common wealth countries since Lionel de Rothschild was first elected 
to the British House of Commons  in 1847.
These Cohanim have also infiltrated and merged with the bigger community of Khazar-Ashkenazi 
orthodox jews. They have  manipulated and forged jewish history,culture and literature since early 
judaism, more than 3000 years ago.

In shiite islam, the title of imam is hereditary. These shiite imams have the same or closely 
related bloodlines. Also in sunnite islam there are powerful muslims with Cohanim bloodlines. 
That's why israel as well as all neighbouring islamic countries are in complete control of these 
Cohanim. Behind the scenes these jewish and muslim Cohanim are best friends:
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There are also orthodox Cohanim jews who “convert” to islam (for political reasons or in order to 
escape prosecution). Below are the pictures of orthodox jew Joseph Cohen (and his wife) who 
converted to islam and changed his name to Yousef al Khattab. 

Beware that ordinary shiite or sunnite muslims have nothing to do with these Cohanim muslims. 
Ordinary shiite and sunnite muslims have been slaughtered during the fierce Irak-Iran war which 
was instigated by the same Cohanim clan, so they are victims too.

Furthermore, Cohanim “jews” have nothing to do with ordinary (= Ashkenazi,Mizrahi and Sephardic) 
jews. Ordinary jews hate the elite of Cohanim jews. The resistance movement against this Cohanim 
worldelite is very strong among jews. That's the reason why ordinary jews have always been killed 
(many progroms and the holocaust were organised by Cohanim and the Rothschilds !) since more than 
2000 years. Christ was one of them: he was killed by the Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” (in the 
bible they are called Pharisees) because he opposed to them in public and because he got too much 
popularity and support from ordinary jews. Christ and his jewish resistance movement had become so 
powerful that he posed a serious threat to the Cohanim orthodox “jews” or Pharisees. Still today, 
jews who want to resist the Cohanim elite (like Yitzhak Rabin) are ruthlessly murdered.

There are also powerful christians with Cohanim-Levi or closely related bloodlines who are part of 
the worldwide orthodox Cohanim-Levi network. Most of the christian Cohanim have impure lineage 
however. Furthermore, many christians who are no Cohanim at all are told they are so that the 
orthodox elite has more reliable trustees. So they can be found in each class of the population: 
among Cohanim, black nobility or ordinary people without a specific bloodline. 

This christian or muslim elite of the orthodox Cohanim-Levi network are actually no real muslims 
or christians.  They merely use a christian, or muslim mask to hide their real religion: satanism, 
opportunism and world domination. Calling them satanists is not exaggerated at all since it is 
them who protect child porn networks and practicing satanists and who organise worldwide terrorism 
in order to convert our democracies to totalitarian police states (9/11 was organised in order to 
turn the US into a police state with laws like the “Patriot Act”). 

It must also be noted that, only a very small percentage of the christians and muslims with pure 
Cohanim lineage are ruthless satanists and opportunists. It is them who are really privileged. 
Most Cohanim are normal people who do have moral and a conscience but they have no other choice 
than to cooperate with this small percentage of ruthless satanists since they are not protected by 
the resistance movement. These ordinary Cohanim are not privileged and often have badly payed or 
hard jobs, just like any other non-Cohanim.
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Moreover, the resistance movement has to understand that there are many countries where there are 
no christian or muslim Cohanim or Levi, and these countries are also in control of the orthodox 
Cohanim world order. They control these countries by privileging opportunists and satanists. 
So, it's not so much the ordinary christian or muslim with Cohanim lineage who is responsible for 
keeping the satanic worldorder operational, it is the opportunist or man without conscience or 
moral who is responsible. The tactics of the orthodox worldelite is to make everybody poor and to 
privilege a few opportunistic trustees. These trustees are not necessarily people with Cohanim 
lineage.
Furthermore, these bloodlines are part of their divide and rule strategy: the real world order is 
not really based on bloodlines, the real world order is based on a hierarchy of opportunists and 
satanists without conscience or moral. If there would be no divide and rule stragegy based on 
bloodlines there would start a war between the ordinary people and these satanic opportunists. And 
since these satanic opportunists are a very small minority they would lose the war within a few 
days. By creating this divide and rule politics based on bloodlines, they can divert this war in a 
battle between bloodlines rather than a battle between “good and evil” which these orthodox 
satanists would lose very quickly. So, the fundamental ingredients of their totalitarian and 
satanic worldorder are racism and bloodlines. 
Those (Cohanim) opportunists have sacrificed many ordinary Cohanim just to make sure that ordinary 
Cohanim keep hating other people and thus keeping the Cohanim resistance movement against the 
orthodox elite weak. 
As an ordinary christian Cohanim, the only way to be sure to survive is to switch off one's 
conscience and especially not trying to think or have an own opinion. Those who do try to think or 
who do have an own opinion can expect to have medical complications. So, the resistance has to 
understand that many Cohanim are very motivated to resist the orthodox Cohanim elite and their 
opportunistic trustees and parasites. That's why they have to work together. 
Now why has this orthodox Cohanim elite established Israel in the first place ? Well, they 
established Israel as a safe haven for their money and for the center of their world order in 
Jerusalem (temple near mount Sion, hence the term Zionism) NOT for the benefit of the jewish 
people.
Zionism has NOTHING to do with an own state for the jewish people, zionism is the persuit for an 
own state and center of power (temple) for this Cohanim world government.
That's why the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite in England prohibited many jews and holocaust survivors 
to emigrate to Israel and why this elite came into conflict with Mossad. 
Luckily the Mossad was able to transport a lot of these jews and holocaust survivors to Israel. 
Afterwards, jewish resistance had to use guerrilla attacks to chase the English army (led by the 
Cohanim-Levi elite who resided in England) out of Israel. 
However,Israel never got real independence from this elite of “pseudo-jews” and satanists: this 
elite really owns all commonwealth countries. They rule commonwealth countries with iron hand, 
including Israel (Yes, they consider Israel as a commonwealth country: this is why you type
www.google.co.il just like www.google.co.uk instead of www.google.il !)
As already mentioned, this worldelite has established Israel as a center for their own worldorder 
and as a safe haven for their vast amounts of capital, not for the benefit of the Israeli people. 
The  disappearing middle class and poverty in Israel illustrates this:

http://www.israelnewsagency.com/israelpovertychildrenyomkippur4831210.html
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http://www.alternativenews.org/news/english/the-disappearing-middle-class-in-israel-20070130.html

The Cohanim elite of orthodox jews,the powerful Cohanim muslims and the elite of Cohanim 
christians all work together behind the scenes to establish their satanic world order and it's 
center in Jerusalem, near mount Sion. These jews, muslims and christians are in fact all zionists 
(although most christian Cohanim are not aware of this).
These orthodox Cohanim are still in power thanks to their divide and rule politics and the war 
between the real jews, real muslims and real christians.  
The elite of orthodox jews are the worst of all: to hide the fact that they are ultra-zionists 
they all carry anti-zionist badges or signs on their outfit.
For those who want to know more about the Cohanim or Cohen-levi satanic tribe:

http://www.cohen-levi.org/
Although the Cohanim are no real jews,muslims or christians (they merely infiltrated these 
religions), for the sake of simplicity I will mention them as “Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews” in this 
document since the elite of this clan are Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews”.
Their most powerful tools are their power pyramid, their divide and rule politics based on 
bloodlines and their cultivation of tribe mentality, anywhere in the world, especially in Europe 
and in Israel where the resistance movement is strong.
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Their power pyramid looks like this:

Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews > jewish lodge + B'nai B'rith > Bavarian Illuminati & related 
organisations > christians, muslims  and members of Scottish or York Rite with pure Cohanim-Levi 
lineage > members of Scottish & York Rite with impure or without Cohanim-Levi lineage > people 
with impure Cohanim-Levi or black nobility bloodlines or people without any specific lineage who 
are told they are Cohanim > ordinary people (christians, jews, muslims, boeddhists etc..).
 
Since the fall of the Roman empire, these Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews gathered enormous wealth and 
power through intermarriage with European emperors and kings. They married off their daughters 
only and the offspring of these intermarriages is the so called “black nobility”. 

Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews like the Rothschilds (Rothschilds used to be orthodox jews too!) and 
their secret societies like the jewish B'nai B'rith lodge use this black nobility to control part 
of their current world order. Black nobility are mostly christians and thus, Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
jews use them to infiltrate governmental or catholic organisations. 
That's how they gained control over the jesuits and their daughter organisation Opus Dei: many of 
the elite of the jesuits are members of the black nobility families.   

The Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews use the jesuit order and Opus Dei to infiltrate the Vatican. That's 
why most priests, bishops and the rest of the catholic clergy hate the jesuits and opus Dei. 
By the way, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews (and not the catholic church or catholic nobility !) 
are  responsible for maintaining the feudal system and keeping the european people poor: in Russia 
where the catholic church had no influence the feudal system was abolished as late as 1917! 
So it was rather thanks to the catholic church that feudalism was abolished here in Europe. 

The best known and most powerful Cohanim-Levi jewish family of the world elite are the 
Rothschild's. 
In the last century they have gathered inconceivable amounts of capital through investment banking 
and as a result they're in control of all media (television, newspapers,many magazines and the 
motion picture industry), most official international political organisations and international 
banking. 
For this very reason they have the power to instigate wars when and where they want. As a result 
they are able to forecast prices of shares and share options and  they do make vast profits 
through these stock exchange manipulations.
   
II. THE BLACK NOBILITY
Black nobility has nothing to do with ordinary nobility: as already mentioned, the black nobility 
is the offspring of the intermarriages between (Cohanim-Levi) jewish women and European emperors 
and kings. At first one would be inclined to think that the black nobility is also considered 
Cohanim-jewish by the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews since some jews claim that somebody is jewish 
whenever his or her mother is jewish. Well, at least that's what they tell the black nobility and 
what most people believe. 
However, anybody who has studied Cohanim-Levi-judaism closely knows that Cohanim heritage goes 
from father to son and not from mother to child like jewish heritage.
Furthermore, Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews consider their version of “The Talmud” as their holy book. 
Now, this Talmud is NOT the “oral version” of the Torah as many Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews claim. 
Many specialists, including the “Torah”-jews consider the Talmud as herecy or even satanic 
compared to “The Torah” and here's one of the many reasons why: according to the Talmud, a 
Cohanim-Levi jew should never marry or have sex with a gentile or an impure (non-Cohanim) jew 
since it is considered the same as sleeping with an animal. Those who want to know more why the 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite considers christians and jews with impure lineage as animals should 
start studying the Talmud. Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews who do have sex or marry with gentiles or 
“impure” jews and their offspring are normally expelled from the family and considered “dead”. 
The  movie “Fidler on the roof” illustrates this “Talmud” law. That's why the Cohanim orthodox 
elite considers many ordinary jews with “impure” Cohanim lineage as animals.
So why have some Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews married off their daughters to european emperors and 
kings? Well, it used to be the only way to gain power and wealth in Europe. 
Ofcourse, the offspring,the black nobility, was considered “geneticly inferior” by the Cohanim-
Levi orthodox jews but then again, who cared as long as the black nobility didn't realise that 
they were just “second hand jews” who were being used and fooled to gain power in Europe ?

Black nobility was fooled in many ways: Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews even told them that they were 
direct descendants of the bloodline of christ, that's how they managed to marry off their 
daughters to the rich european nobility in the first place.
Cohanim orthodox jews and the Rothschilds also brainwashed and manipulated black nobility and 
forced them to organise the holocaust.  

While there are only a few hundreds of thousands of Cohanim orthodox jews, there are many more 
christians and muslims with Cohanim-Levi related bloodlines. 
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III. ORGANISATIONS AND SECRET SOCIETIES OF THE COHANIM-LEVI CONTROLLED BLACK NOBILITY
So how did Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews organise this mass infiltration in Europe's power 
organisations like the Vatican and European kingdoms ? Well, as already mentioned, they used and 
manipulated the black nobility. They forced the black nobility to create powerful secret societies 
disguised as catholic orders or organisations. 
Below is a list of most important and powerful organisations:

1.Order of Malta: 
The order of malta was established in 1023 and converted to a knight's order in 1099 by a 
relative of Godfried van Bouillon (Godfrey of Bouillon).

Godfrey of Bouillon was told by Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews he was a direct descendant of the 
bloodline of christ. The first crusade was organised by the order of Malta and Godfrey of 
Bouillon. Apart from the many muslims also many jews were murdered during the first crusade. 
This shows that Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews consider jews as enemies.
Since arabs and jews are both semites and have both been killed by Cohanim-Levis during the 
first crusade, they would like to have peace with eachother but Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews will 
never tolerate that because they would lose their iron grip on the middle east if arabs and 
jews would join their forces. That's why the Cohanim orthodox elite killed Yitzhak Rabin who 
won the Nobel price for peace. 
The symbol of the order of malta was the “iron cross”:

2.Knights Templars: 
The order of the knights templars was established in 1118.
The knights templars, who were descendants of Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews and black nobility, 
have continued the tradition of crusades. They, together with the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews, 
have forced many popes to mobilize the european christians to wage war against the muslims and 
jews in the middle east between 1095 and 1291. So, in reality, the crusades were no wars 
between christians and muslims but between Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews and muslims. Thanks to 
their complete control over the Vatican, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews managed to mobilize 
christians to fight a war which wasn't theirs. Since the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews hate both 
christians, muslims and ordinary jews (= jews without or with impure Cohanim lineage) they were 
quite happy with this war,hate and vengeance between their enemies (“divide-and-rule” 
politics). 
Since they were established in 1118 the knights templars made a lot of money with their 
international banking activities: they were the first international bankers. By the end of the 
13th century they had gathered such an enormous wealth through these banking activities that 
they became a threat to the european kingdoms and the Vatican. Thanks to an alliance between 
Pope Clement V and king Philip IV of france, the christians managed to defeat and excommunicate 
the Knights Templars. This made an end to the bloody crusades in which many christians lost 
their lives. However,most of the templars were not captured but escaped to Scotland where they 
prepared the foundation of the Scottish Rite. Centuries later the Cohanim orthodox elite took 
revenge by infiltrating existing secret societies and freemasonry by establishing the Scottish 
Rite (1801 in the United States) and the York Rite with the help of Adam Weishaupt's Bavarian 
Illuminati. Ordinary freemasonry knew only 3 ranks until then. The Scottish rite however is an 
hierarchical organisation which builds on the 3 basic ranks of freemasonry:it starts from rank 
4 to rank 33. The York Rite has 8 ranks above basic freemasonry.So,by establishing the Scottish 
and York Rite they managed to gain complete control over freemasonry. 

Although the Scottish rite was officially established in 1801 in the US, their power was still 
limited in the US in the 19th century. Their real power was centered in Europe and dates from 
centuries earlier when they still resided in Scotland. Scotland (Rosslyn Chapel) was the center 
of power for the knights templars and black nobility from the 14th century until present day.
 
However, today, more than 9 centuries after the first crusade, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews 
manipulate the US government through freemasonry in exactly the same way as they manipulated 
christians through the Cohanim-Levi controlled Vatican during the crusades: they force the US 
government to sacrify young americans to fight their old war against muslims. 
They still use divide and rule politics, especially by radicalising or destroying the religions 
of their enemies: the once powerful protestant church is now divided in countless sects some of 
which are quite radical but harmless because of the divide and rule politics. 

Through freemasonry, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite has complete control over all middle 
eastern muslim governments and armies since the beginning of the 19th century. 
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In order to be able to launch a worldwide conflict with Islam, they staged the 6-day (1967) and 
Yom Kippur (1973) war as well as terrorist attacks by muslims (Munich,1972). Thanks to these 
wars and terrorist attacks they gained support from the whole world for demonising and 
radicalising Islam. Islamic terrorism was unheard-of until the beginning of the seventies. So, 
in reality, the crusades are not over yet. The symbol of the order of the knights templar was 
the “iron cross” and the deadshead with crossed bones:

Order of the Jesuits: 

The jesuit order was established in 1540. Short after they were infiltrated by black nobility 
and Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews and no longer subordinate to the pope. The jesuits have always 
concealed their true nature by behaving fiercely anti-jewish (and in fact, their masters, the 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews ARE indeed fiercely anti-semitic!). By the beginning of the 17th 

century they had complete control over the Vatican. 
Since then, they have been using the same symbols as the knights templars:

3.Order of the new Templars:  
Precursor of Nazi party, founded by Lanz von Liebenfels  in 1907, another disguised 
black nobility organisation: disguised by the fact they behaved fiercely anti-jewish, just like 
the jesuit order, while in reality they were Cohanim-Levi orthodox jewish puppets.

4.Nazi party, 1933 - 1945. 
Many people may be astonished by the fact that the Nazi party was linked with the order of the 
(new) templars and the black nobility although this shouldn't come as a surprise: one of the 
most powerful political organisations in the western world, Bilderberg, was founded in 1954 
(only 9 years after the holocaust) by Joseph Hieronim Retinger (a polish jew and puppet of the 
orthodox Cohanim) with the help of Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands (an ex-SS officer and 
member of black nobility) and Paul Rijkens who had an official meeting with Hitler in 1933. 
Furthermore,most of the SS-elite were members of the Thule Gesellschaft and it is known that 
there were contacts between the Thule Gesellschaft and the Bavarian Illuminati which were 
founded by Adam Weishaupt, the son of Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews. 
One of the most important members of the SS-Thule Gesellschaft was Alfred Rosenberg, a jew with 
Cohanim lineage who was brainwashed by the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite and the Rothschilds.

Now why would an elite of Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews work together with nazi's,SS and the Thule 
Gesellschaft to kill so many jews ? Because the 6 million jews who were murdered in the 
holocaust were ordinary jews and had no (or impure) Cohanim-Levi lineage and as such they were 
considered as “disposable”. Hence the fact that the lists of jews who were to be deported to 
concentration camps were made by an Cohanim-Levi orthodox council (the president of the dutch 
jewish Council was David Cohen, a “Cohanim”!) and not by the Germans.
Even today,in Israel, ordinary jews, holocaust survivers and their offspring are all treated as 
second hand citizens and many don't even have enough income to buy decent food.

By murdering jews without (or with impure) Cohanim bloodline, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite 
benefitted from the european holocaust scandal in the way that they now had a firm argument to 
establish an independent state, not for the ordinary jews but for the elite of Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox jews and families like the Rothschilds (and their money). Having an own state is of 
major importance for these terrorists: if they wouldn't have an own state, any country could 
block or freeze their bank accounts and thus render them powerless.
In 1948, barely 3 years after the holocaust, Israel was founded. Now, for those who wonder why 
the book “1984” from George Orwell was written in 1948: George Orwell knew that Israel was not 
established for the jewish people but as a center for the satanic worldorder of the Cohanim 
orthodox worldelite and related families like the Rothschilds. 
This center is Jerusalem, near mount Sion.
Now, because of the holocaust many jews were scared and fled to Israel.  
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So thanks to the holocaust the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite who lived in Europe now had an 
excuse to “flee” to Israel and occupy jewish territory. Without the holocaust the european 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite would never have had the opportunity to move in great numbers to 
the holy or promised land (Cohanim-Levi orthodox zionism!). This shows that the term holocaust 
(literally meaning “burnt offering” or “burnt sacrifice”) has a very real meaning! 
The president of the jewish council in the Netherlands was David Cohen,also a Cohanim orthodox 
jew. As a Cohanim orthodox jew he was ofcourse never deported. He was arrested in 1947 for 
collaboration with the Germans. Ofcourse, soon afterwards, the officials were forced to release 
him. Abraham Asscher was also a high ranking member of the jewish council. He was “deported” 
(or listed as..) to Bergen Belsen concentration camp in 1943. Apparently, he “miraculously” 
survived the concentration camp since he died in 1950. Another cover up for the fact that many 
members of the council were the co-architects of the holocaust,and a nice way to escape 
arrestation. 
Another member of the dutch jewish council was M.L.Kan. M.L.Kan was the president of the Dutch 
zionist organisation. 
This is another confirmation that Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite and zionists have staged the 
holocaust in order to realise their zionist plans (zionism, not in the sense of nationalism: 
look chapter X!) This is why historians who try to do research after world war II are 
intimidated and hampered by laws which make revisionism punishable by law and why documents 
from world war II are not accessible to the public. A law forbidding negationism would have 
been just right to stop neonazi's from re-emerging. 
However, since the orthodox worldelite ARE NAZI's they did not want historians to dig in the 
filthy history of WWII, and so they made revisionism punishable. 
Furthermore, the term Nazi stems from the hebrew word “Nasi” which means “president of the 
Sanhedrin”. The Sanhedrin is a Council or assembly of orthodox Cohanim judges. So a “Nasi” in 
hebrew is a Cohanim highpriest and judge.  
Ofcourse, the ordinary jews in Israel can't be blamed for the wicked history behind the 
establishment of their country. They should however be aware that an elite of Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox jews (and not the average german) was responsible for the dead of 6 million jews.
By the way, the average german was represented by the SA (SturmAbteilung), an organisation with 
more members than the german army. 
They made sure that the social program of “Nationalsozialismus” was implemented: payed 
holidays,free medical care,limited working hours etc..

In 1934 the SA became so powerful that they were a threat to the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite: 
the SA realised that the real threat for germany was not the poor ordinary jews (who were 
killed in the holocaust afterwards) but the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite who had gained control 
over the NSDAP through the Thule Gesellschaft and the SS-elite. 

That's why the party leadership of the SA was eliminated by the SS in 1934: this is known as 
Night of the Long Knives “Die Nacht der langen Messer”

Important remark: the internal organisation and part of the training of the SS was copied from 
the organisation of the jesuits.
The Nazi symbols are the same Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jewish” and black nobility symbols: 
     

   
Das “Tausendjähriges Reich” was not Hitlers idea, it was the idea of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
elite. If the US had not succeeded in destroying it we would be living more than half a century in 
a totalitarian regime here in Europe. That's one of the reasons why the Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
elite hates the US: they destroyed their plans for complete world domination. In the meantime 
however, the US won't help us anymore since they too are in complete control of the Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox networks. 
An interesting detail of the holocaust: The Rothschild family (who were orthodox jews) lost 
exactly 1 member of their family in the holocaust: a catholic born women, Elisabeth Pelletier de 
Chambure of noble birth. She was called Elisabeth de Rothschild after she married Philippe de 
Rothschild in 1935. She was the only person of the huge Rothschild family with no (Cohanim) jewish 
roots at all. She is also the only non-jewish or gentile holocaust victim with european noble 
bloodlines. This shows that her death was a cheap cover-up for the fact that the Rothschild's 
themselves were the main architects of the holocaust. Anyway,it proved to be too cheap since many 
historians and even holocaust survivers had second thoughts on Elisabeth's death. 
There were even two versions on how she died in the camp: the official story says she died of 
typhus while the Rothschild's story says she was thrown alive in an oven.

The powerful orders above show how Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” often use catholics with black 
nobility related bloodlines (or Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews who have converted to catholicism) in 
order to be able to infiltrate christian society. 
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Examples of “converted” Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews are: Adam Weishaupt, Karl Marx, and many of the 
advisors of the Bush administration. Bush himself has family ties with the British crown which are 
also black nobility members. So Bush has black nobility lineage too. 

In the meantime people are made to believe that Bush is a christian fundamentalist while in fact 
he's an Cohanim-Levi orthodox puppet who's responsible for the destroying the  good image of the 
protestant church abroad. 
Once more, this shows how the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite manipulates the masses and make their 
enemies (protestants, christians,ordinary jews and muslims) fight eachother till death.   

Recently, I read an article of a jewish female author which illustrates the brutal and blunt 
arrogance, deception and lies of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks: she wrote that the world 
should be aware of the dangers  of upcoming christian fundamentalism,especially in the United 
States,thereby referring to president Bush! She “warned” that they are preparing for world 
domination! 

Ofcourse, many people fear that the Bush administration is preparing for complete world domination 
but the Bush administration consists almost entirely of (impure) Cohanim-Levi jews (many of whom 
have “converted” to christianity), not plain christians or protestants!
This shows that Cohanim-Levi orthododox “jews” “convert” to christianity for political reasons and 
to be able to infiltrate western regimes. 

Another way how Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” infiltrate and control people: they make people 
believe that they have a pure Cohanim or Levi lineage in order to recruit reliable trustees and to 
fill up the gaps in their power-pyramid. That's what they often do with rich and influential 
people like powerful businessmen , (black)-nobility, etc... 
Moreover, they use protocol and VIP treatments to isolate them from ordinary people so that they 
depend on higher hierarchy or Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks for their safety and to make these 
people BELIEVE they are influential and powerful (so that they don't resist) while in reality, 
they have to obey the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks just like anybody else.

IV.ENEMIES OF THE COHANIM-LEVI ORTHODOX ELITE: FIRST 3 RANKS OF FREEMASONRY, UNITED STATES, 
ISLAM,RUSSIA,VATICAN AND PLAIN NOBILITY

Basic freemasonry (first three ranks) has always been an organisation whose members were ordinary 
people and as such they always defended the rights of ordinary people. 
The best example is the establishment of the United States on the 4th of july 1776. 
Initially, America was founded by freemasons who fled from europe because of the lack of civil 
rights and the poor conditions in which ordinary people had to live. That's why a dollar bill 
still has all those masonic symbols on it (pyramid etc..) and that's why the constitution of the 
United States grants so many liberties to the plain american citizen.

It's not a coincidence that in the same year (1776) the orthodox Cohanim-Levi puppet Adam 
Weishaupt founded the Bavarian Illuminati to manipulate and destroy freemasonry: the Cohanim-Levi-
controlled Bavarian Illuminati instigated the war of independence in de United States through 
manipulation of the British empire. In 1801,the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks created the 
Scottish rite. The Scottish rite rapidly gained control over basic freemasonry. Later on these 
same Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks were responsible for the american civil war (1861-1865). 

The fact that the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite still drags the US in endless wars is part of their 
divide and rule politics: it divides the american people in pro and contra-government minded 
blocks, thus making the population fight eachother instead of the elite which controls their 
government. 
Now, why do Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” hate basic freemasonry (first 3 degrees), the US 
constitution and islam ? Freemasonry, the united states constitution and more than 85% of Islam 
(Sunni muslims) prohibit privileges on the basis of ancestry or bloodlines and so they all 
represent a serious threat to Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite whose whole history and power pyramid is 
based on bloodlines and ancestry (“Cohanim” etc...).
Freemasons were also the main force behind the abolition of feudalism while Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
jews have always tried to maintain feudalism.

That's the very reason Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews want to destroy freemasonry,the US constitution 
and islam.
It's also the reason why basic freemasonry is made suspicious on “conspiracy websites” many of 
whom are owned and sponsored by the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks. 
It explains also why there's a constant war going on between the US and Islam as wel as the former 
cold war between the US and Russia: it's the Cohanim-Levi orthodox  “divide and rule principle” in 
action. Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” destroy their enemies physically and economically by making 
them fight eachother.

The reason why Russia is an enemy: Russia and the orthodox church never wanted to collaborate with 
black nobility or Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” (“The great schism” in 1054).
The 50 million Russian casualties in WW II and the cold war reflects the hate of the current 
orthodox world elite against Russia. 
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The 2 oldest enemies of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” are the Vatican and the common or 
ordinary nobility. They became fierce enemies since Pope Clement V and king Philip IV (common 
nobility) of france, managed to defeat and excommunicate the Knights Templars.

Since many centuries, they have manipulated their other enemy, basic freemasonry, in the way that 
freemasons considered the Vatican and nobility as a threath to liberty and prosperity  while in 
reality, the Vatican, nobility as well as freemasonry were all fighting against the same 
intangible enemy: the Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews”. 
So once again, they managed to deceive and make 3 of their enemies (basic freemasonry, nobility 
and the Vatican) fight eachother.
Today, the Vatican is still under complete control of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite, while 
freemasonry and nobility is slowly and gradually gaining more independance the last few months. 

V. ORGANISATION OF THE WORLD ORDER
Basic freemasonry (first three ranks of pyramid) has been infiltrated by Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
networks since many centuries. In order to bring freemasonry under complete control they have 
created the Scottish Rite and the York Rite. Most Scottish and York Rite freemasons are fooled and 
don't even know that the top of the Scottish rite is controlled by Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews. 
Those who know are silenced. 
The Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite has an informal worldwide network consisting of  christians, jews 
or muslims, some of which have Cohanim or related lineage to intimidate and manipulate freemasons 
of the Scottish and York rite who are not obedient or who try to adhere to the principles of 
(basic) freemasonry which are freedom, equality and brotherhood of all nations. The last couple of 
years they even hire (private) intelligence services to do the job.
Furthermore, a small number of the higher degrees of the Scottish rite are christians with pure 
Cohanim-Levi lineage (at least they are told they have) and have direct contact with the Cohanim-
Levi orthodox networks above the Scottish rite.
They act as informants for the networks above the Scottish rite and every member of the Scottish 
rite fears them, even highest ranked 33th degrees. Most Scottish rite members however have no pure 
Cohanim-Levi lineage and they are treated like dirt by those members who have pure lineage. 

Very often, disobedience of members with impure or without Cohanim-Levi lineage are ruthlessly 
punished with medical implications being the result of their disobedience. In many cases they are 
punished because the powerful opportunists and satanists of the Scottish rite are often (sexually) 
frustrated because they themselves are very intensively manipulated by the orthodox elite. 
What's even more frustrating for them: they are systematically mated with a wrong partner,the 
result being that they end up in a situation which is comparable with their initiation period 
during which they are harassed and intimidated with  sexually tinted games. 
This makes it easier for the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks above the Scottish rite to manipulate 
these members of the Scottish rite.          
In the figure below, the elite networks of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews are represented by the 
black top of the masonic pyramid, the global elite:
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The York rite which has “the order of the Knights Templar” on top uses the same symbols as the 
black nobility organisations mentioned in paragraph III. Quite often, these symbols (especially 
those of the Knights Templars) bear Hebrew inscriptions. This shows that Knights Templars are 
descendants of jews. 
The following pictures show both Scottish rite and York Rite symbols:

The picture below even shows a masonic jewel which exists of a David-star fixed to a maltese 
cross(2nd row, 4th column), which shows the link between the black nobility and the jews:

The global elite consists of:
-Council of the 13th degrees of the Bavarian illuminati and related organisations (picture below). 
The Bavarian illuminati were established by Adam Weishaupt in 1776 in order to infiltrate and 
destroy basic freemasonry and to restore or maintain feudalism in Europe and Russia. Adam 
Weishaupt's parents were Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews.
Freemasons and Scottish & York rite members should be aware that Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks do 
anything in their power to mislead, (they even claimed that basic freemasonry was “invented” by 
them) exploit and “use” freemasons. 

Furthermore, from the moment they succeed in installing a dictatorship, freemasons are replaced by 
governmental organisations (police and secret service) and hunted down ruthlessly: in the former 
communist states and Russia Stalin killed tens of millions of so called “intellectuals”, many of 
them with so called privileged bloodlines. These intellectuals were mostly freemasons and members 
of secret societies who resisted the totalitarian communist regime.
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-Elite of black nobility. Beware however that many members of the black nobility don't like 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews at all but they're forced to cooperate with them.

-(concealed orthodox)Cohanim-Levi families: Rothschild,Rockefeller,Dupont,(JP)Morgan,Goldman 
Sachs,etc.,owners of very wealthy investment companies.

-Commitee of 300 with “The order of the Garter” at the top.

-Council of the 33-degree freemasons

-Elite of the Jesuits and Opus Dei

-Elite of Skull & Bones

This global elite consists of only a few hundred people. By VIP treatment and manipulation they 
are (socially) isolated from lower hierarchy. As a result, they depend on higher hierarchy for 
their safety. This higher hierarchy is the worldwide informal network of Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
jews and their ordinary christian and muslim trustees. They are with many hundreds of thousands or 
even millions to intimidate and control the few hundred people from this global elite. The 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite uses B'nai B'rith for their logistics and work together with about a 
dozen of the most powerful (Cohanim-Levi) families like the RothSchild's, Rockefellers etc.. for 
their financing and investment banking. 
Now, the Scottish rite is a black nobility organisation. As mentioned above, the top of the 
Scottish rite is controlled by the orthodox Cohanim-elite supported by the informal network of 
christians, jews and muslims, some of which have (impure) Cohanim or related lineage. Since the 
elite of the Scottish rite has to obey ordinary christians and muslims with (impure) Cohanim or 
related lineage , there is hate and vengeance between black nobility and people with ordinary 
(impure) Cohanim or related lineage. This situation provokes casualties (and many lose their 
health) among both sides. So the ordinary (impure) Cohanim or people with related bloodlines are 
actually shooting in their own foot for the benefit of a small elite of orthodox Cohanim and a few 
families like the Rothschilds. This orthodox elite, the Rothschilds and company are the only ones 
who escape the battle.
So black nobility and ordinary non-orthodox (impure) Cohanim are sacrificed for a very small elite 
of orthodox Cohanim and a couple of families like the Rothschilds. This is why the orthodox 
Cohanim elite are really satanists: they sacrifice millions of people for the benefit of a very 
small elite. 
Furthermore, ordinary Cohanim or people with related bloodlines have to work like anybody else. 
Only very few ordinary (impure) Cohanim are privileged, most Cohanim have a job like anybody else 
and some even have to work hard to make ends meet. However, the orthodox pure Cohanim is a very 
different story: only 20 % of the male orthodox pure Cohanim have a job. 80% does not work at all. 
So how are they making their money ? Who works for these guys? The taxpayer does. Moreover, they 
have an AVERAGE (!) of 8 children.  That's why Israel is bankrupt and why there is so much poverty 
in Israel, to the extent that 1 in 5 jewish Israeli children don't have enough to eat. However, 
the huge group of orthodox Cohanim and Levi parasites who don't work (and who don't want to join 
the Israelian army) are not starving at all!
These orthodox Cohanim are the vampires, not the average christian (impure) Cohanim who has to 
work and pay taxes like anybody else. 
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After the establishment of the Scottish rite in 1801 in the US, the influence of the Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox networks throughout the world grew rapidly. One of the first regions which fell under 
complete control was the middle east. That's why so many arab countries have straight borderlines: 
their borderlines were determined in Europe where the Cohanim-Levi orthodox  elite resided. 

By the beginning of the 20th century Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks controlled most parts of the 
world except the Ottoman empire. Now, Palestine was part of the Ottoman empire and so, the 
Cohanim-Levi  orthodox networks could not realise their dream to build the centre of power for 
their world order: a temple near mount Sion in Jerusalem (= zionism,has nothing to do with an own 
state for the jewish people, otherwise they would not call it zionism but rather nationalism or 
simply the  right to have an own state). 
That's why they instigated World War I: by the end of World War I the Ottoman empire was defeated 
and in 1917 (the war wasn't even over yet) the foundations for an own state were laid with the 
Balfour declaration.
The second world war did the rest: Pearl Harbour was (just like 9/11) a hoax to get the United 
States involved in their world politics and the holocaust (holocaust literally means “burnt 
offering or sacrifice”) was the insurance to materialize the plans of the Balfour declaration. 

The establishment of the Pentagon (11 september 1941,exactly 60 years before 9/11) symbolised the 
complete control of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox worldelite over the US-army. A couple of years later 
they used the US army to submit Japan to their worldorder just like they use the US army now to 
break every bit of resistance anywhere in the world: middle east, Afghanistan,former Yugoslavia. 
Although Japan resisted fiercely, they could do nothing but submit after they bombed Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki with atomic bombs.  
After world war II,in 1954, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews tightened their grip on world politics 
with the establishment of Bilderberg and the expansion of their logistics organisation B'nai 
B'rith. Officially, Bilderberg was established to “tighten the political and cultural bonds 
between Europe and the US”. 
In reality, Bilderberg was established to bring the United States under complete control of the 
European Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite and related families like the Rotschilds and the 
Rockefellers. 
For those who know to read Dutch: the back cover of Daniel Estulin's “Bilderberg” book explains 
this (look last page of this document). 

VI. OBJECTIVES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
The Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks are preparing a real world government which will control the 
new world order. 
The objective of this new world order is that national governments and monarchies are replaced by 
the UN (United Nations) and national armies are replaced by a supranational army like the UN 
security forces or Nato. Their false motivation for a world governement is: if there are no more 
countries there can be no more wars. However, it takes a fool to believe that the Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox elite is concerned about wars between nations: they themselves are responsible for most 
of the wars the last millenium, especially since they took over the worldgovernment in 1801 with 
the establishment of the Scottish and York Rite and their infiltration in existing freemasonry. 
What's even worse, they have not only instigated war between nations but between all people, 
within the same nation.  
Their real reason for a world government is: if nationality ceases to exist, civilians are no 
longer protected by national security services against foreign forces and what's worse: people 
will no longer be able to organise themselves against totalitarian international regimes or world 
governments (just like in former Russia).
The European Union and the planned union of the US, Mexico and Canada are the very last steps 
towards a real world government.
One of the clear signals we're heading toward a dictatorial worldgovernment is the fact that guns 
are already banned in many countries and gun laws are becoming much stricter worldwide. History 
shows that this is the first step towards dictatorial regime.

Now, how can the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks convert a democracy to a totalitarian regime? 
Well, the quickest and fastest way is organised terrorism. It gives them the opportunity to 
destroy freedom and democracy by creating new “emergency” laws (like Patriot Act, right after 9/11 
in the US) and it gives them an excuse to lock up people who resist the totalitarian regime by 
simply putting a “terrorist” -label on them. 

Another objective is depopulation of the world with conflicts, war, famine, diseases and even a 
controlled nuclear war : if they weren't planning nuclear war they wouldn't have built very large 
nuclear shelters like Iron Mountain and many others.

The following paragraph shows that there are still other “usefull side-effects” of organised 
international terror.
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VII.TERRORISM,MASSIVE IMMIGRATITION,POVERTY & DIVIDE AND RULE: MAIN PILLARS OF COHANIM-LEVI EMPIRE
In order to gain sympathy and support for their networks, Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews need 
terrorism or some common enemy to drive the people into their hands or rather, their networks. 
Terrorism is organised through infiltration in Islam: just like Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” 
infiltrated and manipulated catholiscism through the jesuits, they infiltrated and radicalised 
islam through Al Quaida and Taliban. Our western society AND islam should be aware that Taliban 
and Al Quaida are under complete control of Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks. These radical islamic 
organisations are established by the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite to destroy our christian western 
democracy AND islam by making both parties fight eachother, by polarising them through terrorist 
attacks and kidnappings and by making new laws (like Patriot Act) which convert our democracies 
into totalitarian regimes.     

Terrorism became an essential part of their world order plans in the 1970-ies with the 
manipulation and radicalisation of islam and the establishment of terrorist networks and training 
of terrorists. In the beginning of the 1970-ies,women were still dressed in western clothes and 
bikini's in Afghanistan and Iran..  
Before the 1970-ies nobody had ever heard anything about islamic terrorism or aggression towards 
the US.
 
Moreover, european christians lived in relative peace with arabs since the last crusade. This is 
understandable: before the 7th century, arabs were christians (Ghassanids, Lakhmids,Banu Judham and 
the well known coptic christians) or jews themselves or they had a polytheistic religion just like 
most europeans in that era. 
In the 7th century most of them converted to islam, not by force but because people who converted 
to islam had many financial, educational and social advantages: islam was an advanced community 
compared with the christians and jews who lived in tribes at that time. 

I will not consider  9/11 in detail but some facts almost proof for certain that 9/11 was 
organised by the Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks:

-In the days before the 11 september crashes, massive amounts of “put-options” of the 2 airway-
companies whose planes were involved were being traded. Trade volumes reached absolute  peaks, up 
to 60 times average trading volume. The transactions have been traced to Israeli investment 
companies.

-Just 2 months before 9/11, handguns (.45 which is perfectly safe to use in a plane because the 
bullets do not penetrate the hull) were banned for US pilots:

http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=27647

-Detailed warnings about 9/11 from many european intelligence agencies were discarded by the US 
government.

-Another curious fact:

The Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite acquired enormous POLITICAL power and influence on world politics 
by their infiltration in freemasonry with the establishment of the Scottish Rite in 1801.
For this reason, 1801 marks the beginning of a new era of power for Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews. 
140 years later they acquired enormous  MILITARY power with the establishment of the Pentagon in 
the US. The first brick of the Pentagon (building ceremony) was laid on 11 september 1941. 
The number 14 apparently HAS a military significance: some Israeli generals (and also Alfred 
Dreyfus, the french-jewish officer, born in 1859) carried this number on their uniform. The 
military significance stems from the fact that David equals the number 14 in hebrew kabbalah and 
that king David was known as the first great warrior in orthodox jewish culture and history.
Exactly 60 years later, on 11 september 2001 (200 years after the establishment of Scottish Rite) 
the 9/11 attack symbolised the beginning of their ABSOLUTE power with laws like “The Patriot act” 
virtually abolishing democracy.
Now, members of the Scottish Rite are mainly christians. They owe absolute obedience to the 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks above the Scottisch Rite (Bavarian Illuminati and related 
organisations + B'nai B'Rith etc..). 
So who else than the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite could have planned all three events ? Only 
orthodox “jews” plan events with hidden kabbalah significance. 

Massive immigration and positive discrimination is also part of the strategy to force people into 
the hands or networks of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite. Massive immigration is induced by 
installing dictatorial regimes in Northern Africa, Middle East, Africa and Asia.
Massive immigratition has some other usefull side effects for them: it destroys social security: 
people who belong to resistance organisations will give in more quickly if there's no social 
security because they're afraid to lose their jobs. 
Moreover, massive immigration skyrockets real estate prices and thus wipes out the middle class 
with a comfortable piggy bank. This weakens the resistance organisations because they are made up 
of the middle class. So, massive immigration is a way to enslave people more easily. This is 
especially the case in Europe.
While people in Europe keep voting (extreme)right in the hope to stop immigration, the Cohanim-
Levi orthodox networks prevent (extreme)right from taking action because the Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
elite needs massive immigration to destroy social security. 
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A nice example is the orthodox Cohanim-Levi puppet Sarkozy, president of France: he keeps 
promising that he will solve immigration problems but he will never declare an immigration stop 
because his ultimate goal is keeping people busy and hoping while everybody becomes poorer and the 
middle class slowly evaporates. 

In the meantime, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite manipulates extreme right (anti-islam 
demonstration etc..) to drive people into their hands or networks while they are the main driving 
force behind immigration and islam fundamentalism in Europe.
Furthermore, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite wants massive immigration and polarisation of the 
communities in Europe in order to provoke very unstable situations,just like they did in former 
Yugoslavia before the civil war started (divide and rule). 
In the meantime, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox controlled media keeps preaching and telling us lessons 
about racism while there are no fiercer racists than the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite. In Israel 
where the Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” are all-mighty, jews from ex-soviet union, Ethiopia, 
semitic jews and jews without (or with impure) Cohanim-Levi lineage come last when it comes to 
social housing and assigning accomodations to families. This shows that they use divide and rule 
technique in Israel too and thus, that the Israeli people is not privileged at all.

Apart from positive discrimination, they use a related technique to drive people into their 
networks: they polarise part of the population against a different part (divide and rule) or 
against their enemy by creating hopeless situations for large parts of the population. A good 
example are the settlers in Israel. Quite recently, they were summoned to leave their homes and go 
living in containers in appalling conditions. 

Another absurd measure to drive people into their networks is the manipulation of the fuel prices. 
Now that the orthodox elite is starting to lose their grip on the worldorder they are driving up 
the fuel price and they blame the arabs for this. That's completely insane since the middle east 
is under complete control of orthodox world order: all middle eastern governments (except former 
Irak with Saddam Hussein) consist of Islamic Cohanim. That's why the US government and president 
Bush are best friends with Saoudi arabia and why they were allowed to install their military base 
there. Furthermore there are many oilwells left unexploited in order to be able to drive up the 
oil prices and the natural reserves are far greater than they claim in the media. 
The number of manipulations of the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite to wipe out resistance is endless: 
Europe used to be famous for it's experts who were “brain-drained” to the US and the rest of the 
world. 

One of the most dangerous acts of the orthodox Cohanim-Levi world elite is their decision to 
destroy the quality of the education in Europe as well as in the rest of the world with the 
introduction of the new educational systems in high school and university. The high quality of our 
educational system here in Europe was the only reason why companies didn't decide to  move their 
engineering and production facilities to low wage countries. 
With the quality of our educational system dropping and the quality of education increasing in 
countries like India, we lose high tech and production jobs on a massive scale.
Most companies  outsource their engineering and production facilities to low wage countries with 
good educational systems nowadays. If this continues, Europe will end up in poverty. Since the 
vast majority of the millions of christians in Europe with black nobility or Cohanim related 
bloodlines belong to the middle class, they will end up in poverty too. 
This poverty will destroy middle class and break resistance against the Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
elite if nothing happens. 

Jews must understand that their children will be victims too: on PISA mathematical tests, as well 
as science tests, Israel ranks very low which means the educational system in Israel is of a very 
poor quality. This is just another form of holocaust or “burnt offering” of the worldelite of 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews and the Rothschilds (who were orthodox jews too) who are not interested 
in modern society or scientific progress. 

Furthermore, they divide the christian and the jewish resistance movement with lies and by telling 
the jews that christians organised the holocaust and by telling the christians that jews rule the 
world. That's another reason why there are so many jews in the Bush administration and why the 
president of France, Sarkozy, is jewish too. Ofcourse, this orthodox Cohanim elite knows that they 
can use or abuse ignorant (ignorant about holocaust etc..) jews as reliable trustees. But this 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite doesn't really need jews as presidents or advisors at all to run a 
country! In order to run a country it's more than enough  that these presidents or advisors are 
part of an orthodox Cohanim controlled secret society or lodge. If this orthodox worldelite were 
real jews they would never appoint so many jews as presidents because they know very well that 
this provokes anti-semitism and hate. 
But nevertheless they do appoint many jews as presidents or advisors because they need anti-
semitism to keep the very strong jewish resistance movement (Israeli black panthers and others) 
separated from the christian resistance movements in the US and Europe. The Israeli resistance 
movements like the black panthers and related Israeli underground secret societies have very 
valuable information about the orthodox Cohanim worldelite that would make the christian 
resistance movement extremely powerful. That's why they make jews and christians hate eachother, 
and this orthodox Cohanim worldelite will do everything in it's power to cultivate this hate 
between christians and jews. That's why the orthodox Cohanim elite brainwashed jews like Menachem 
Begin to say really nasty and foul things about gentiles.
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VIII. PREPARING FOR A WORLDWIDE CONFLICT
Apart from the reasons mentioned above and the control over natural resources the war in the 
middle east has one other very important reason. Many may have asked themselves why the Cohanim-
Levi orthodox elite is so eager to attack Iran for the moment. Some crazy american tele-
evangelists who serve the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite have even declared that attacking Iran is a 
prerequisite for the return of the messiah.
Ofcourse, any sane mind should understand that this is an absurd statement and blunt lie.

The real reason why they want to instigate war with Iran and why they are searching conflicts with 
Russia is much more scaring: 

quite recently, many countries (Russia,China,Japan,some skandinavian countries,.) have regained 
independence from the current Cohanim-Levi orthodox world order and have joined forces and made 
plans to resist AND defeat the Cohanim-Levi orthodox worldelite. This defeat is not far away 
anymore since more and more countries are cautiously supporting this initiative. So there is hope! 

However, one should be very cautious and AWARE of the following problem:

The Rothschild's and Rockefellers and the elite group of Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews know that 
their defeat is very near and they realise that they may be prisoned for life or executed if they 
are defeated. So the ONLY WAY OUT OF THEIR FATE IS A NEW WORLDWIDE CONFLICT OR DISASTER: 
resistance would crumble by the chaos a nuclear war or worldwide conflict provokes. Recently, an 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox jew was so bold and arrogant to say on television that a worldwide conflict 
or armageddon was the only way to bring lasting peace and save the world. He forgot to say, their 
own Cohanim-Levi orthodox world.

The possible scenario's they are investigating for the moment:

1.Conflict with Iran: this may open the possibility to use nuclear weapons first since they have 
the excuse that Iran “may have” nuclear weapons. Anyway, if they don't, at least the public 
opinion believes they have nuclear weapons thanks to the recent media campaigns.
Using nuclear weapons against Iran would most certainly provoke (nuclear ?) response from Russia 
or other allies and hence the path for a third world war and worldwide chaos would be wide open 
and so they would be saved, not by the bell but by the bomb. 

2. Other strange things are happening which indicate that Cohanim want to take over Israel and get 
rid of the non-Cohanim jews:

-educational system in Israel is very very poor as a result of the great number of ultra-orthodox 
schools. Israel ranks worst of all western countries on Pisa math tests! This will weaken the 
Israeli economy to the point that it will no longer be able to support it's army. Furthermore, an 
army needs good mathematicians. So it seems as if Cohanim are doing their very best to weaken the 
Israeli army. Furthermore, gun laws are very strict in Israel, and very few Israeli civilians have 
guns (+/-200.000). Since orthodox Cohanim already organized the 6 day war and Yom Kippur war they 
could be planning another major attack on Israel, with the help of their dear friend, Ahmadinejad 
from Iran. So, if Ahmadinejad says he wants to wipe Israel off the map he could very well mean it. 
Now why would orthodox jews want such an attack on their country ? Very simple, it would  wipe out 
most non-cohanim Israeli males while leaving the orthodox Cohanim population intact, since 
orthodox Israelis don't do military service. 
Now, Cohanim heritage goes from father to son (and not from mother to child like jewish heritage). 
So, such a war would turn Israel into a nearly pure orthodox Cohanim country! Furthermore, the 
orthodox Cohanim in the US and other countries are having 8 children on average. So, after the war 
they could invade Israel  with the millions of orthodox Cohanim living outside of Israel. This 
would make their zionist dream reality. Ofcourse, before invading Israel by the millions the 
orthodox Cohanim would order the United States Army to brush all Iranians and other arabs out of 
Israel, and hence the real muslims and real jews would be fooled once again. With a little luck, a 
conflict between Iran with it's arab allies and the US would  provoke a reaction from Russia and 
maybe a war between the US and Russia. The resulting chaos would crumble resistance against the 
orthodox Cohanim elite, the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and related families and so the elite's 
asses would be saved.

3.Another possibility would be to stage an attack on a large american city with a nuclear device 
or a “dirty bomb” (= conventional explosive device with radioactive debris). This possibility is 
very real since on the 11th of august there has been a threat of a nuclear attack on New York but 
apparently the secret service has been able to prevent it. Such an attack could kill millions.
If such an attack succeeds they can falsely blame Russia for having delivered the nuclear device 
or dirty bomb to Al Quaida or some other fake terrorist organisation led by the Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox networks. This would open the possibility to launch a war between the US and Russia.

4. Biological disaster or pandemy with some artificially designed virus which is very deadly  to 
anybody who has not been vaccinated or to people with particular genes (Aziatic,etc..).
A deadly and very contagious bird flu would do the job. Ofcourse, threatened countries will most 
likely respond by developing a virus which only kills Cohanim and Levi.
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5. Since China has become independent from the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite since a couple of 
months, they are looking for a major conflict with China. 
Last weeks negative news has been published about China: toxic products and food from china, 
chinese hackers attacking French, American and English governments. These are all staged events 
which should give the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite an excuse to escalate things and eventually 
attack China. Such an attack would certainly provoke a new world war.
   
6. Another option is that they launch extreme forms of “positive discrimination” of immigrants 
(new laws which give them privileges) to fire up tensions between communities to the extent that 
europe is brought on the verge of civil war (cfr.: ex-Yugoslavia). The only way out of this 
deadlock is complete immigration stop in all densely populated areas or countries like the 
Netherlands and Belgium. Furthermore, typical emigration countries in Africa or the Middle East 
should be assisted to install real democracies so that people don't have to flee their homeland 
because of poor living conditions or persecution for resisting the orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks 
who have complete control over all African and Middle Eastern governments.

In the meantime, the farce about DNA-testing immigrants who wants family reunion keeps the 
french people busy. Family reunions are only a small percentage of total immigration. Moreover, 
only a small percentage of family reunion claims are fake. So what will Sarkozy achieve with his 
DNA tests? A handfull of immigrants less and especially a lot more popularity for himself and 
especially his orthodox Cohanim-Levi friends who are responsible for the derailment of immigration 
in France in the first place. Just like Bush gains popularity while fighting the “bad terrorists” 
who are financed by himself, Sarkozy and his orthodox Cohanim clan gains popularity while keeping 
a handfull of “bad immigrants” (which were imported by the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite themselves) 
out of France. In the meantime both Bush and Sarkozy are doing their very best to provoke just 
another conflict with Iran in the hope this might provoke a worldwide conflict, complete disaster, 
or at least a lot of chaos, just to save the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite's asses.
Since the worldelite is constantly trying to launch a new worldwide conflict or disaster or to 
find a means to depopulate the world (=one of their main objectives they are preparing), secret 
services have to be extremely alert all the time to prevent ultimate  disaster.

IX. HOW THIS DOCUMENT CAME INTO EXISTENCE
More than 10 years ago I started worrying about Islam and fundamentalism because of the many wars 
going on with Islam and because of terrorism attacks like 9/11.
Since I'm a rather rational type (maybe due to my education of engineering) I looked at the 
evolution of the population density of islam in Europe and made a quick extrapolation of the 
growth. The results made me worry even more: the images of the civil war in ex-Yugoslavia were 
still fresh in my mind...
I was beginning to fear that our western democracy and freedom was severely threatened by islam. 
Being a layman in worldpolitics, I thought that islam was one solid block and that all muslims 
were potentially dangerous for worldpeace. 

However, very recently, there were other things happening which worried me: gunlaws were becoming 
stricter in many countries and also in Belgium, as a result of individuals who carried out 
suspicious shoutouts, often in schools and in many cases small children (why would any grown man 
shoot a child?) were shot.
In some countries especially common wealth countries like UK and Australia, handguns were 
completely banned: owners had to bring them in without compensation. History shows that banning 
gunownership for civilians is always the first step towards a dictatorial regime.
Furthermore, people who keep (large) dogs are embarrassed by many suspicious incidents of dogs 
attacking small children and by the fact that their dogs are considered as dangerous weapons(?) by 
some popular politicians and mayors. Keeping large dogs has always been dissuaded or forbidden in 
totalitarian regimes. 

But how can people be prevented from keeping large dogs like shepherds? Very simple, by staging a 
rage or mania of dangerous and aggressive breeds of fighting dogs like pitbulls.  
There has also been a rage of fighting dogs like pitbulls in the UK, and yes they are banned now, 
as well as many other large breeds which are not dangerous. The governement simply “confiscated” 
the dogs (also dogs and dog breeds which were not aggressive at all) and killed them. Now, any 
people in the world keeps dogs and loves them, even muslims, except.. Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews 
who make the laws above the heads of our politicians, they despise and hate dogs.        

Since Islam has nothing to do with the banning of gunownership in countries like Australia I 
started digging deeper. 

I found out that gunownership was being banned in many countries because of a powerful political 
lobbying organisation of the UN:  

http://www.iansa.org/

That's how I came across the fact that the UN and daughter-organisations of the UN were in fact 
dictating national governments behind the scenes. I found out that the UN was in fact led by a 
very small group of people: the commitee of 300, the elite members of Bilderberg, some black 
nobility members with the Cohanim-Levi Rothschilds, Rockefellers and an elite group of Cohanim-
Levi orthodox “jews” on top.
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It is those people who pull the strings of our politicians and who divide the political landscape 
into the artificial camps of left and right. They determine the borderlines regarding what leftist 
and rightist politicians can think and do. 
They oblige leftist parties to create a social hammock instead of social security and they prevent 
rightist parties to render economy more efficient and force them to make life as difficult as 
possible for start-up companies (very complex administration etc..) 
They use leftist parties to implement the impopular dictatorial points of their world agenda 
(massive immigration, disarmament of civilians,etc..) while they use rightist parties to implement 
laws and  strategies which makes the middle class poorer and more defenseless day by day.
That's what zionism is all about: zionism is not so much a group of people who has united 
themselves to establish a homeland for the jews. It's a hierarchical organisation,led by Cohanim-
Levi orthodox elite, which is acting and manipulating behind the scenes of world politics. 
This group has staged the holocaust and sacrificed millions of people with Ashkenazi, black 
nobility or impure Cohanim lineage in order to be able to establish the state of Israel for an 
elite of Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” (and their money and their temple) and not so much for ALL 
jews. Having an own state is of major importance for these zionist terrorists: if they wouldn't 
have an own state, any country could block or freeze their bank accounts and thus render them 
powerless. 
I also found out that this elite had plans to destroy their enemies by manipulating their 
religions and using divide and rule tactics:
-Protestantism in the US was fragmentized,divided and adapted to Cohanim-Levi orthodox talmudic 
law: examples are the seventh day advent church whose members are obliged to follow orthodox 
foodlaws and holidays. 
Other protestant organisations were radicalised and misled: they were pushed and manipulated (by 
waging wars in the middle east) to support the US government while the key members of the US 
government are zionist puppets of the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite who despise protestants, 
christians and jews without (or with impure) Cohanim-Levi lineage. 
Protestants are also divided on a world wide scale in order to prevent that they unite their 
forces: the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite and their puppet Bush are responsible for the fact that 
protestantism in the US is very conservative. Schools in the US are forbidden to teach evolution 
theory (Darwin etc..) while protestantism in Europe is extremely progressive (abortion laws 
etc..).
Protestants who are not divided or adapted to Cohanim-Levi orthodox custom are ridiculed: for 
example the utterly absurd “Raelian” protestants who state that christ was a space traveller, 
http://www.rael.org .

-Catholicism is infiltrated and divided by the jesuits and opus dei,both organisations who are led 
by the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite. Opus dei members are being distinguished as “ultra-catholic” 
in western media while in fact they are infiltrants who are doing their very best to ridicule and 
destroy catholicism. That's why catholic clergy and monks hate opus dei and the jesuits.
-Islam is infiltrated and dominated by orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks like Taliban, Al Quaida and 
the orthodox Cohanim-Levi controlled arab freemasonry very much the same way as Catholiscism is 
infiltrated and dominated by Jesuits, Opus Dei and the orthodox Cohanim-Levi controlled christian 
freemasonry. Just like people are made to believe that opus dei are “ultra catholics” they are 
made to believe that Taliban and Al Quaida and other fundamentalists are “ultra muslims” while in 
fact they are infiltrants who help the orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks by rendering and portraying 
islam as ultra conservative, extreme and dangerous and thus by giving them an argument to 
instigate war between their enemies (United States and moderate islam).
A nice example is Saudi Arabia: it has become an ultraconservative muslim country where women 
don't even have the permision to drive a car. 
If Saudi Arabia was really led by ordinary muslims, the US would never have had permission to 
install their military bases there to attack another muslim country (Irak). The sad reality is 
that every muslim country (yes,also Iran!) is led by the orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks. 
These networks not only radicalise islam but they also stage terrorist attacks (with 9/11 being 
one of them), honour killings and they force people to commit suicide attacks by threatening their 
family (and ofcourse their own life).

The orthodox Cohanim-Levi also impose their own retarded habits on other religions and cultures. 
On many orthodox jewish parties, men and women are kept separate: women are prohibited to sit next 
to their husband on the same table. The same very-old fashioned habits have been imposed on 
catholics, muslims and jews: before 1970,in catholic countries like Belgium, men and women were 
obliged to sit in seperate traincompartments when they went to work. Most catholic women also wore 
a kerchief or head-scarf when they came on the streets since headscarfs were obliged in 
catholiscism until the second Vatican council.
Further information for those who understand dutch:

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoofddoek

Jewish orthodox women who are married also have to cover their hair with a headscarf. 
This headscarf law does not originate from islam or koran but from the talmud. Orthodox women have 
to cover their hair because the male orthodox idiots believe that women are responsible for the 
“original sin” because Eve (Adam's wife) ate from the forbidden fruit. The Talmud says that 
orthododox men are obliged to divorce if their wife leaves home without a headscarf.
Orthodox Cohanim-Levi still impose this kind of retarded rules on muslims today. 
Muslim women or girls who refuse to wear a head-scarf are often severely punished or even killed 
by fundamentalists who pretend to be “ultra-muslims” while in fact they are orthodox Cohanim-Levi 
controlled bastards and puppets.
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So, by making their enemies (christians and muslims) fight eachother and look stupid, the orthodox 
Cohanim-Levi elite can stay on top of everything.
People are also misled on a worldwide scale. We are made to believe that islam fundamentalists who 
are controlled by orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks represent the average muslim. That's about as 
absurd as believing that an opus Dei member who commits self-chastisement with cilice belts 
represents the average catholic.
The truth is that the average muslim fears the power and influence of the islam-fundamentalist 
(and the orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks who support him) as much as we christians fear the power 
and influence of Opus Dei and their related networks. The reality is that the great majority of 
muslims (> 95%) hate fundamentalists just as catholics or christians in general hate Opus Dei.
Most muslims also hate the fact that fundamentalists grasp every opportunity to stage “mini-
conflics” between christians and muslims: fundamentalists try to make us believe that the average 
muslim really cares if some idiot draws a funny cartoon of the prophet Mohammed. 
The reality is that the average muslim reacts exactly the same as a christian reacts if christ is 
ridiculised: they shrug and walk away.

Another blunt deception: the media stresses the fact that muslims can have up to 4 women and so I 
used to think that most muslims are sick macho's who favour polygamy. The reality is very 
different. At the time islam was founded,people in the middle east were either christian, jewish 
or polytheistic. Rich and  powerful christians, jews or polytheists often had dozens of women 
because the bible or the Torah does not forbid polygamy. Even in the 17th century christians in 
Europe were admitted to have up to ten women under certain circumstances. 
Today, christians of the mormon church still admit polygamy. When islam was founded, islamists 
needed support from rich people to be able to expand and so they reached a compromise to admit 
marriage to a maximum of 4 women. So, muslims are not the pioneering polygamists, they were the 
first to restrict polygamy. 
Christians are also told that muslims hate them. This is emphasised by the media who shows us 
islam-fundamentalists screaming “death to christian-dogs!” or whatever slogan.
Why on earth would muslims hate christians ? Christ is the second most important prophet in Islam. 
Moreover, most muslims know very well that the crusades were organised by Godfrey of Bouillon and 
the knights templars (who were Cohanim-Levi orthodox descendants), not by christians. 

They also know that the present day crusade against islam in the middle east is led by orthodox 
Cohanim-Levi “jews”, not by american civilians or protestants. Muslims have no reason to hate 
christians. Anybody who has visited muslim countries should know that.
The orthodox Cohanim-Levi controlled media also keeps telling people that islam knows no 
separation between church and state while most islam countries are secular. 
Indeed, some muslim countries are not but are european countries really secular? Yes, there is a 
separation between church and state but our governments are controlled by an Cohanim-Levi orthodox 
elite who adheres to the orthodox Talmud. So, yes, in Europe there is a separation between church 
and state but not between the Talmud and state!  

Furthermore, the orthodox Cohanim-Levi, together with Adam Weishaupt's illuminati make people 
think that religions are the cause of all evil in this world and that's just what they want: if 
they can convince us to throw away our religion and our culture it will only take 20 years or half 
a generation to prepare us to accept their religion and culture: orthodox Cohanim-Levi paganism 
and satanism. That's why they created communism in the first place, to destroy religion. 

X. CONCLUSION 
Zionism is NOT the  persuit of the jewish people for an own state (By the way,all people, 
including the jews and palestines, have the right of an own state).
The term zionism means: the totalitarian world order and hierarchic power structure of the 
orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite and cooperating families like the Rothschild's, Rockefeller etc... 
This elite has wrongfully associated zionism with the persuit after an own state for the jewish 
people in order to gain a lot more support (every people wants his own state and that's quite 
normal and justified) for their totalitarian worldorder based on satanism and bloodlines. 
So, real zionism has nothing to do with an own state for the jewish people, nor has it anything to 
do with judaism. In  reality, zionism is a concealed form of satanism (establishment of Pentagon 
on 11 september 1941, exactly 60 years before 9/11 !) cultivated by the orthodox Cohanim-Levi 
elite who pretend to be jewish Rabbi's. These Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” have their inspiration 
from their Talmud.
This zionist worldorder wants it centre of power close to mount Sion in Jerusalem, hence the term 
zionism. That's why the Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews, who cooperate with the Cohanim-Levi world 
elite families, want to (re)build their temple in Jerusalem and have already started to build 
their Sanhedrin. 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” are the fiercest zionists of all, although they will never admit 
that. On google-video, many videos are dumped these days of so called “zionist” violence against 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” and Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” demonstrating against zionism. This 
is an absurd attempt to mislead the masses and  hide the fact that Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews  are 
the architects of zionism and are bringing the world on the verge of a new worldwar just to be 
sure they can execute their stupid plans of a new temple which ought to be the centre of their 
world order. 
The ultrazionist Rothschilds WERE orthodox jews. Moshe Hess, the founder of modern zionism was an 
orthodox jew. 
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Yitzhak Rabin who won the Nobel prize for peace was not against an own state for the jewish people 
but he was strongly opposed against zionism and it's never ending violence: he was murdered by an 
ultra orthodox jew. Karl Marx' and Adam Weishaupt's (architect of current world order) parents 
were Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews. Theodor Herzl was not an orthodox jew and he was initially 
strongly opposed to zionism, just like most other jews. In order to turn the tide, Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox jews staged the Dreyfus affair in order to drive a lot of jews (Herzl was one of them) 
into their orthodox zionist networks and organisations.

Furthermore, the orthodox Cohanim say that they are against zionism and the state of Israel 
because they claim that a state for the people of Israel should be established by the messiah. 
That's an absurd lie. First of all, it is them who have invented the zionism and the zionist 
totalitarian worldorder and second, as long as these orthodox bastards exist they have killed 
every single (potential) redeemer, liberator or messiah. By the way, christ was one of them, he 
was killed by the orthodox Cohanim who are called pharisees in the bible (it is clearly stated in 
the bible that the Romans judged christ as not-guilty but the pharisees convinced or obliged the 
roman authority to kill him).

Luckily, children of these orthodox jews are beginning to turn their back on orthodoxism: the 
parents of Ali-G (Sacha Baron Cohen) are well known ultra-orthodox jews. 
Hence the fact that Ali-G interviews well known and often very high ranking politicians like the 
secretary general of the united nations. If he was not the son of an orthodox Cohanim he would 
never be able to bypass the unwritten protocol laws which have to be respected while interviewing 
those people. 
Even kings, presidents and the highest ranking freemansons have to obey these protocol laws. 
Cohanim-levi orthodox jews are the only ones who don't have to obey these laws. This said, Ali-G 
is not a satanist or ultra-zionist at all: not all Cohanim support the satanic worldorder of the 
orthodox elite, it's only a small percentage who support this worldorder.
Another example was the televised meeting of the Pope with an Cohanim-Levi orthodox jew. The 
orthodox jew simply walked towards the pope and admonished him while pointing and shaking with his 
index finger near the pope's face. No ordinary jew or gentile would ever be able to bypass 
protocol in this way. 

So, all those Cohanim-Levi orthodox  jews who are staging riots or demonstrations against zionism 
these days are sick liars who are desperately trying to deceive the masses because they know their 
end is near.
Furthermore orthodox jews don't want to join the Israelian army. Their excuse is that they are 
against violence and zionism: the reality is that they are so powerful that the Iraeli government 
will never dare to force them to join the army or to sentence them to prison like any other jew 
who refuses to join the army. Moreover, Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews regard themselves as far 
superior to any other Israeli jew. 
They use the average jew or Israeli as a decoy to mislead gentiles: they make gentiles think that 
the average jew is occupied with secret plans to dominate the world and that all jews are rich. 
The reality is that the average jew knows nothing about the real plans of the Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox worldelite. It's about as absurd as thinking that the average catholic in the street 
knows every detail of the plans of Opus Dei and their hidden masters of the orthodox Cohanim-Levi 
elite.
 
By misleading the gentiles in this way, they can direct aggression towards this average jew 
(holocaust) while the satanic Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews stay unharmed (David Cohen,M.L. Kan of 
the Dutch jewish council).
So it's always the ordinary jew and the ordinary gentile who suffer from the wicked plans of the 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite.
Since Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews have much more children (an average of 8 in the US) than ordinary 
jews or gentiles, they are the biggest threat to our modern society,in Israel as well as abroad, 
and to worldpeace.

The families which make up de world elite (Rothschild's, Rockefeller etc..)  and the Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox jews have stayed in power for so long by making numerous different etnic groups believe 
that their bloodlines are “the chosen one” or that they are related with them. This makes people 
feel attached to this elite. 
It even motivates some daydreamers (who associate themselves with this rich worldelite) to fight 
for them till death while they have nothing in common with this elite clan of satanic perverts who 
regard their subordinates as cattle. 

Only very few people are directly related with the elite families and the elite clan of Cohanim-
Levi orthodox jews and these people have no 9-to-5 jobs. These bloodrelatives are all (extremely) 
rich and are not kept stupid or ignorant of their wicked plans (acts of terrorism and instigation 
of wars) and furthermore, they are not treated as robots or animals in an arena like the rest of 
the so called “privileged bloodlines” or christian “Cohanim”. Moreover, there are already so many 
people who are “privileged” that we will all end up in poverty or social security if this madness 
does not stop. 

If they would really care about the Israeli people or if they would trust them, Israel would not 
have such a strict gun law for civilians. Gun laws in Israel are almost as strict as in other 
common wealth countries and MUCH stricter than in other European countries. This shows that the 
orthodox world elite treats the Israeli people like any other people in a totalitarian regime.
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This elite is so wicked and perverse that they even used the killing of their opponent Yitzhak 
Rabin to make gun laws in Israel stricter! So Israel too will gradually become a totalitarian 
state within the elite's new world order.

It is highly unlikely that you will find an exposition on the world order like this one on the 
internet. One reason is that most websites are censored. Another reason is that most texts on this 
subject are written by “outsiders”. This text is written by an insider (was invited and prepared 
to be a high ranking Scottish Rite freemason) who refuses to be manipulated by the orthodox 
Cohanim-Levi intimidation and propaganda (on TV, newspapers and in  daily life). 
It was not an easy task at all to defend the truth but I felt there must be someone to make people 
realise we are gradually loosing our democracies and fundamental rights like the freedom of 
speach. 
Furthermore people should realise that they're divided in camps not because they differ so much 
but rather to direct agression or dissatisfaction horizontally rather than vertically (divide and 
rule..). 
One should also realise that none of the camps are privileged: they are both victims of the 
Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jewish” elite who considers gentiles or ordinary jews as cattle (holocaust) 
or animals fighting eachother in worldwide arena. 
Without the more or less democratic way of promotion during initiation period in freemasonry I 
would never have had the chance to learn so much about worldpolitics and be able to spread the 
knowledge. 

So,although Cohanim-Levi orthodox networks have infiltrated, used and abused freemasonry, freedom 
will never be possible without it since freemasonry offers a way to “officialise” underground 
resistance networks.

That's one of the reasons why the orthodox Cohanim-Levi networks destroy freemasonry in those 
countries where they succeeded in installing a totalitarian regime. 
Communism is one of these totalitarian regimes and yes, Karl Marx' parents were Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox jews, just like Moshe Hess' (one of the founders of zionism) and Adam Weishaupt's 
(architect of current world order) parents were Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews. 

“The protocols of the elders of zion” may very well be a hoax or forgery, but the “elders of 
Zion”, an elite group of Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews who (together with the Rothschilds, 
Rockefellers and others) rule the world, are very real. If only all those people with Che Guevara 
and Karl Marx pictures on their T-shirts would be aware of all this... 

XI. HOW CAN THIS MADNESS BE STOPPED ?
The answer to this question is much more simple than most people think! 
To find a solution to this problem we need a detailed analysis of how the worldorder works.
First of all, we have to understand the principles of their power pyramid and world order.
 
As already said, the worldwide informal orthodox Cohanim network has (socially) isolated the elite 
(=highest degrees) of all secret societies like the Scottish rite, York rite, rite of Memphis- 
Misraim etc.. and all powerful organisations like (private) intelligence services. 
This elite is (socially) isolated by VIP treatments and protocol and as a result they depend on 
higher hierarchy (= worldwide informal orthodox Cohanim network) for their safety. Furthermore, 
the orthodox Cohanim network keeps all the secret societies and  powerful organisations separated 
and they set them up against eachother in case one of these organisations would want to revolt 
against the Cohanim elite of orthodox jews & Rothschilds. These two measures, (social) isolation 
and divide and rule politics, make it very easy for the informal orthodox Cohanim network to 
intimidate the elite of these secret societies and hence, to have complete control over all these 
organisations.
In order to smother or nip revolts in the bud, the Cohanim-Levi orthodox elite has also put 
reliable trustees (who act as spies) with (impure) Cohanim or related lineage in all secret 
societies like the Scottish rite, York rite, rite of Memphis-Misraim (etc..) and powerful 
organisations like (private) intelligence services. Furthermore the elite of the Scottish Rite and 
other secret societies are set up against the informal networks of the resistance movement. Now, 
it should be quite clear that the elite of secret societies and (private) intelligence services 
hate the orthodox Cohanim lineage because they are intimidated by them. Ofcourse the resistance 
movement is not aware of all this and thus they just fight their visible enemy which is the 
Scottish rite and related secret societies and (private) intelligence services. 
So, the elite of secret societies, (private) intelligence networks, the informal resistance 
movement and black nobility who all have common interests and should actually be friends are all 
set up against eachother (divide and rule).

Now how have Cohanim-Levi orthodox “jews” and families like the Rothschilds succeeded in deceiving 
people for so long and in making people listen to them and why do people continue to help them to 
execute their wicked and often satanic plans ?

Obviously, money is one of the factors but since most members of the jewish lodge, B'nai B'rith, 
Bavarian Illuminati and Scottish and York Rite are all quite rich, money can't be the main driving 
force.

Is fear the main driving force ? Since the resistance movement is quite strong, fear can't be THE 
explanation for helping this orthodox Cohanim elite of satanic perverts.
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There's ofcourse also the fear for foreign civilizations which is induced by the same elite by 
massive immigration. But still, it can't be the main driving force since some countries have a 
quite homogeneous population. 
So what's left to really motivate these people to keep fighting the resistance movement?
Very simple: HATE, DESPAIR, A LACK OF CONSCIENCE AND MORAL AND OFCOURSE IGNORANCE (lack of 
information how the world order works). That's what keeps the people  fighting eachother and 
that's why they still help the orthodox elite clan of perverts.
And how are people filled with hate and despair and how do they get a lack of moral and 
conscience?
Well, there are different things:

1. First of all, by damaging eachothers health or by killing eachother, one creates hate.
2. Despair, a lack of moral and concience are partially induced by hate but the main cause of it 
is the  lack of a normal relationship or affection. To prevent the secret society member from 
complaining afterwards and to make them believe the orthodox Cohanim elite cares for them they are 
often mated with the most beautiful women but there is always something which ruins the 
relationship:
-first of all, they are always mated with unmatching partners or parners with a completely 
different character, so divorce or failure is nearly always inevitable.
-both parners are systematically manipulated in the way that they eventually begin to hate 
eachother.

Since most Scottish and York rite members are prevented from keeping animals or a dog (it's 
dissuaded and most members don't have enough time), they have a complete lack of affection. This 
is the main reason why they loose their moral and conscience.
A lack of moral is also induced by a related cause: most secret society members are traumatised 
and ridiculed during their initiation by sexually tinted games. 
As a result, some believe they can prove their masculinity by being cruel, brutal and insensible. 
Furthermore, a lack of affection turns people into materialists with an insatiable hunger for 
luxury and thus, money. This makes them even more obedient and dependant of the worldelite. 
So, members of secret societies are systematically manipulated in a way that they function 
optimally in the satanic organisation of the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite. 
Moreover, people without a (normal) relation do have more time to work for the elite. So, for the 
elite it really matters to mate secret society members with the wrong women. 

Now which networks do they use to mate these secret society members with the wrong women? Most 
often they use their informal network of reliable trustees or private intelligence services. The 
same networks are also responsible for secretly manipulating and ruining the relationship or 
marriage of (key) members of secret societies.
So all these secret society members, including the highest degrees, who really believe they are 
powerful and who are often proud of their status and degree are being manipulated and fooled all 
their life, just to be sure they can serve the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite optimally. Furthermore, 
there's the constant fear for being accused as an infiltrant if they dare to say what they think. 
So, while treating secret society members as VIP's in order to appease them, the orthodox Cohanim 
worldelite really steals the soul and identity of all these people. 
And this is why they have created a separate “elite” secret society for those who are aware of all 
this: “the Illuminati” or the enlightened ones. Since the Illuminati is not the real elite, they 
themselves are in the same situation as any other member of a secret society , with the only 
difference that they understand the reasons for their miserable situation.
Now how can we defeat this orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite?
Well, the orthodox Cohanim worldorder has an inherently unstable nature (much like a house of 
cards) since it is based on very few principles (social isolation, protocol and divide and rule) 
which are all essential for keeping the orthodox Cohanim worldorder operational. So, the answer to 
the above question (how can we defeat them) is surprisingly simple:

First, the Scottish rite (+related secret societies),black nobility,the non-orthodox Cohanim, the 
(private) intelligence networks and the informal resistance networks should all work together to 
eliminate the orthodox Cohanim elite and their few reliable opportunistic and satanic trustees who 
have no moral. 
Non-orthodox Cohanim (be they jewish, christian or muslim) who have a clear conscience and who, 
deep in their heart, feel positive about the democratization of the world order  must be left 
alone and must be protected against the higher Cohanim-orthodox hierarchy so that they don't have 
to obey this orthodox Cohanim elite. 
Many christian, jewish and muslim Cohanim will be willing to help neutralise the orthodox Cohanim 
elite because the ordinary Cohanim have their own resistance movement against the orthodox elite, 
Rothschilds and related families. After all no one has chosen to be Cohanim at his birth and the 
pressure on non-orthodox Cohanim to join the informal orthodox Cohanim networks is immense. They 
have no other choice than to obey the orthodox elite, Rothschilds and related families.
 
Second, by removing every opportunist and everybody who has no conscience or moral from every 
single secret society, lodge or from any influential position in any organisation and by 
democratizing (so that the percentage of Cohanim,Levi and black nobility lineage reflects the 
percentage in normal society) all these organisations. In those countries where the percentage of 
Cohanim or Levi in society is very low, their percentage in lower hierarchy of the secret 
societies may be somewhat higher, with a maximum of 7%. This rule will make sure that non-orthodox 
Cohanim or Levi are not discriminated.  
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Third, by removing everybody who tries to privilege specific bloodlines or lineages from every 
single secret society, lodge or from any influential position in any organisation.

Fourth, by making sure that most members of secret societies get a normal life and relationship 
again and by making these members understand how this orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite has ruined their 
life just to make sure they can serve this elite clan of orthodox Cohanim-Levi perverts in an 
optimal way.

Fifth, by giving support and protection to members of the jewish lodge or B'nai B'rith who are 
daring and willing to resist the orthodox Cohanim-Levi elite, Rothschilds and related families.

Sixth, by explaining to jews that orthodox Cohanim-Levi, although they sympathise with jews and 
judaism (just as they sympathise with anybody), plan to destroy all religions,including judaism. 
The orthodox Cohanim-Levi used Adam Weishaupt and the Illuminati to plan a world order without 
national boundaries and without religion. They created communism to destroy religion.They have 
organised so many religious wars that people (including jews) have become weary of religion and 
are finally beginning to accept that “moral” or some other substitute replaces religion. They have 
manipulated the talmud in a way that many jews now feel reluctant towards accepting judaism as 
their religion. 
Moreover, as they want a worldorder without boundaries, Israel will no longer exist as a sovereign 
state.
  
Finally, by supporting religious and conservative jews who understand that judaism and the talmud 
has been manipulated by orthodox Cohanim in a way that it provides a fertile substrate for 
satanism and racism. They can help judaism on a new path, far away from racist and satanic rubbish 
and turn judaism into a real religion like any other. This can be done by defining a jew this way:
-anybody who has grown up in a jewish family (whether if he's a black african or an eskimo, or 
whatever lineage as long as he has the jewish culture)
-anybody who converts to judaism and who agrees with this new judaism,which is disposed of all 
forms of racist or satanic rubbish, will be accepted as a full jew who deserves the same respect 
and who has the same rights as any other jew.  

Furthermore,non-jews have to understand that the average jew who works from 9 to 5 has nothing to 
do with the orthodox Cohanim elite. They too are a victim of this elite clan of Cohanim-Levi 
orthodox jews. That's why the resistance movement is stronger in Israel or among jews as in many 
European countries. So,the jewish,christian and muslim resistance movements have to work together 
intensively. That's all! Without the support of secret societies,(private) intelligence services 
and the jewish lodge this elite of Cohanim-Levi orthodox jews, Rothschilds and related families is 
nothing more than a peculiar and pathetic clan of gangsters with a lot of money who will be 
confronted with law and justice very soon, be it official law and justice or not. And they will be 
confronted with law and justice, VERY soon! Here are some wise words of people who were also aware 
of the fact that a handful of Cohanim-Levi orthodox idiots who occupy themselves with bloodlines 
and opposing people against eachother rule our world:"The idea was that those who direct the overall conspiracy 
could use the differences in those two so-called ideologies [marxism/fascism/socialism v. democracy/capitalism] to enable them to 
divide larger and larger portions of the human race into opposing camps so that they could be armed and then brainwashed into 
fighting and destroying each other." (Myron Fagan) 

You must not lose faith in humanity.Humanity is an ocean;if a few drops of the ocean are dirty,the ocean does not become dirty. (Mahatma Gandhi) 

"The falsification of history has done more to impede human development than any one thing known to mankind" (Rousseau 1712-1778)

"Behind every great fortune there is a great crime." (Balzac)

“Revelation 2:9 "I know thy works and tribulation and poverty but thou art rich and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are 
not, but are the synagog of Satan" 
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For those who understand dutch:

De hoofddoek

Er was gisteren een programma op TV (op nederlandse televisie) over de hoofddoek. Iemand heeft onderzocht vanwaar dit 
gebruik komt. Het komt van de orthodoxe joden, van hun Talmud. Joodse orthodoxe vrouwen moeten hun haar afscheren 
wanneer ze trouwen en nadat ze getrouwd zijn moeten ze een hoofddoek dragen. De orthodoxe joden verplichten dit gebruik 
omdat ze geloven dat de vrouw verantwoordelijk is voor de erfzonde omdat Eva van de verboden vrucht at. Er staat zelfs in 
hun talmud dat orthodoxe mannen verplicht zijn van hun vrouw te scheiden wanneer ze buitenkomt zonder hoofddoek. Ze 
hebben die hoofddoek ook opgelegd aan de katholieken (vrouwen droegen hier vroeger ook een hoofddoek en nonnen dragen 
er nog een) en moslims. De hoofddoek was verplicht voor katholieke vrouwen tot het tweede Vaticaans Concilie. (Voor 
diegene die het nog niet weten, het Vaticaan is al meer dan 400 jaar onder de controle van de orthodoxe wereldorde).

Op wikipedia staat overigens de volgende uitleg: 

Hoofddoek in het jodendom: 

Volgens de Kethuboth, fol. 7, kol. 1., moet men van de vrouw scheiden en verliest de vrouw haar huwelijksdeel als zij buiten  
verschijnt met haar hoofd onbedekt. Orthodox-joodse vrouwen dragen dan ook vaak een hoofddoek. In het orthodoxe 
jodendom bedekken vrouwen vanaf het huwelijk hun haar; ongetrouwde meisjes doen dat niet. Gescheiden vrouwen blijven  
hun haar wel bedekken. Joodse vrouwen kunnen kiezen tussen een pruik of hoofddoek; sommigen dragen een pet of hoedje.  
Er zijn verschillende graden van striktheid: aan de ene extreme kant staan de enkele bewegingen die enkel zwarte  
hoofddoeken toestaan die elk haar bedekken, en aan de andere kant staan de bewegingen die ook een hoofdbedekking  
goedkeuren die niet al het haar bedekt. 

Hoofddoek in het christendom: 

Hoofdddoeken in de vorm van een sluier, tulband of een doek om het hoofd worden in verschillende Bijbelverzen genoemd.

Tot het Tweede Vaticaans Concilie was het vrouwen verplicht hoofdbedekking te dragen in een katholieke kerk. Dit gebod 
vindt zijn oorsprong in de Eerste brief van Paulus aan de Korintiërs 11, vers 5 en 6 ("Maar iedere vrouw, die blootshoofds  
bidt of profeteert, doet haar hoofd schande aan..."). Ook binnen veel protestantse gemeenschappen is dit nog gebruikelijk.  
Doorgaans was en is dit Bijbelse gebod opgelost door het dragen van een hoed.Vandaar dat zoveel koninginnen die het  
“orthodoxe protocol” moeten volgen een hoed dragen. Vandaar ook dat veel mannen een hoed en dat sommige joden een 
keppeltje dragen.

In de christelijke iconografie is een sluier het symbool van de kuisheid, net als in beeldhouwwerken van gotische kerken.[1]

De hoofddoek als symbool van kuisheid in de christelijke traditie is nog te zien in hedendaagse bruidskleding.

De hoofddoek in de Koran: (er staat nergens in de koran dat vrouwen een hoofddoek moeten dragen, maar wel in de talmud)

Over gelovige vrouwen in het algemeen zegt de Koran dat zij "hun schoonheid niet mogen tonen, behalve hetgeen daarvan  
zichtbaar moet zijn" en dat zij in de aanwezigheid van vreemde mannen "hun khumur over hun boezem moeten trekken"  
(Soera Het Licht 31). De hier gebruikte term is dus niet hidjaab. Hidjaab is afgeleid van het in aya 53 van Soera De 
Partijscharen voorkomende woord 'afscheiding', dat in verband met de vrouwen van Mohammed wordt gebruikt ("En als u  
haar (zijn vrouwen) om iets vraagt, vraagt het dan van achter een afscheiding"). Khumur (meervoud van khimar) is afgeleid  
van khamara, wat "bedekken" betekent. De term wordt vaak als "hoofddoek" of "sluier" vertaald, maar zou ook kunnen 
betekenen dat vrouwen in het bijzijn van vreemde mannen hun 
boezem moeten bedekken. Uit de zinsnede "dan hetgeen daarvan zichtbaar moet zijn" kan men 
eventueel afleiden dat zij enkel hun gezicht en hun handen mogen tonen. De boodschap van de betrokken passage is vooral  
dat zowel mannen als vrouwen deemoedig en kuis moeten zijn. De verplichting om een boerka of gelaatssluier te dragen vindt  
volgens velen geen ondersteuning in de Koran.

Zie ook:    http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoofddoek 

Nu, de joden en katholieken geloven beide in de erfzonde maar de islamieten niet. Wanneer islamietische vrouwen dus een 
hoofddoek dragen is het omdat ze daartoe verplicht worden door netwerken van islamieten die onder controle staan van de orthodoxe 
Cohanim elite, de Rothschilds, Rockefellers en de sjiitische imams die verwant zijn met Cohanim orthodoxen. De islamietische 
vrouwen worden nu ook verplicht om een burka te dragen om de spanning tussen islamieten en christenen ten top te drijven. 
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Ondertussen zullen katholieken, gewone moslims en gewone joden elkaar wel de nek omwringen omwille van die hoofddoek en 
burka...verdeel en heers is niet uitgevonden door de romeinen maar door die orthodoxe idioten en hun “bloedbroeders”, de sjiitische 
imams . Besef wel dat de gewone joden aartsvijanden zijn van de orthodoxe joden. 
Het zijn net die orthodoxe joden en de Rothschilds en kompanie met hun Cohanim bloedlijn die de holocaust hebben georganiseerd... 
Gewone niet-Cohanim joden hebben zich altijd het hevigst verzet tegen deze orthodoxe wereldelite en daarom heeft deze orthodox-
joodse elite het antisemitisme steeds aangewakkerd waardoor er altijd gewone joden vermoord zijn geweest (progroms en holocaust). 
Het feit dat gewone joden zich het hevigst verzetten tegen deze wereldelite komt doordat de meeste gewone  joden heel goed weten 
dat deze orthodoxen de wereld regeren.

De Cohanim bloedlijn is oppermachtig, niet alleen in het westen of in Israel maar ook in de islam zelf. Sommige orthodoxe Cohanim 
“joden” bekeren zich tot de islam. Hieronder de foto van een orthodoxe jood en zijn vrouw die zich tot islam heeft "bekeerd" en zijn 
naam heeft veranderd van Joseph Cohen naar Yousef al Khattab:   
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